
NavigatiNg 
OppOrtuNities  
& risks
iN africa



The African growth story is not homogenous; it takes 
place in many different centres, with multiple participants, 
regions, cultures and languages involved. What Africa 
provides to investors, both from within the continent and 
from without, is an opportunity to participate in these 
new frontiers as the continent looks to capitalise on its 
population dividend.

Being a part of any growth story involves very real 
challenges. Investors need to understand the markets, 
the people and the regulatory and political landscapes of 
the countries and industries in which they plan to invest 
and, in a diverse and rapidly changing environment, the 
need to understand what is taking place in real time is 
increasingly important.

FTI Consulting, with its experience in navigating these 
dynamic, evolving landscapes, is ideally placed to help 
companies maximise the opportunities that Africa offers.

cairo, egypt
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Our Presence
in africa
The African continent and its diverse peoples, lands and opportunities  
have appealed to both entrepreneurs and investors for hundreds of years.  

For those who are properly briefed and professionally equipped, 
the risks can be more than compensated by the varied and 
rewarding opportunities, which are perhaps now more convincing 
and compelling than ever before. Recent and sometimes painful 
economic and geopolitical developments on the continent – 
and worldwide – are proving to be powerful catalysts for the 
sovereignty, development and the diversification of a number of 
African countries, who are now committed to determining their 
own agenda and future. 

FTI Consulting has been active in Africa for more than a decade 
and has witnessed a significant increase in the volume of work in 
recent years. We have had offices in South Africa since 2005 and in 
response to increasing demand for our services, we established a 
dedicated economic and financial consulting practice in 2015 and 
a forensics and litigation practice in 2017, alongside our existing 
strategic communications business.

FTI Consulting has four decades of experience in making an  
impact on some of the world’s largest and most complex challenges, 
many of which have dominated global business, financial and public 
policy discourse. Every year, we help more than 5,800 organisations 
transform the way they anticipate and respond to events, both at 
critical moments and for the long haul.

We are committed to building our understanding of the constantly 
transforming African continent and continue to invest in our offices 
in Johannesburg and Cape Town as well as our network of strategic 
communications affiliates across the continent.  We welcome the 
opportunity to work with businesses already in Africa and those 
waiting to get there, and to navigating the risks and opportunities 
of African markets together.



Africa is both one of the world’s most difficult  
places in which to do business and also the one with 
most potential. With a population expected to more 
than double by 2050 to nearly 2.5 billion, it offers 
significant rewards for those companies and investors 
willing to take on the undoubted risks. So now, more 
than ever before, it is crucial that companies operating 
in Africa know how to effectively navigate the impact 
of political risk and legal, regulatory and policy 
developments on their short and long-term strategies.
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Johannesburg, south africa



As an award-winning global consultancy firm, clients benefit from our  
multi-disciplinary expertise, commercial approach, depth of experience  
and local cultural awareness. We offer:

•	 african expertise – deep understanding and experience of the 
continent’s complex and often opaque business environment.

•	 global footprint – as a global consulting firm with offices in  
30 countries, FTI is able to draw on the full scope and scale of  
its expertise and experience worldwide.

•	 industry expertise – our teams include experts across various 
sectors including energy, mining, manufacturing, aviation, 
infrastructure, transport and telecommunications.

•	 independence – with no audit practice, we are largely conflict 
free and can give impartial advice.

•	 commercial – delivering practical advice and support that 
reduces demands on management and minimises disruption  
to the business.

•	 accessible – clients have ready access to our team, including 
senior team leaders, to deliver the insight and assistance you 
need when doing business in Africa. 

•	 integrated – our professionals from different disciplines work 
collaboratively, pooling specialist expertise and skills to deliver 
the best solutions for clients.

•	 innovative technologies – including our market-leading 
document review platform Ringtail, which helps streamline 
investigations, litigation and regulatory inquiries.
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Why 
fti consulting?
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Support Across the 
Business Life cycle

The scale, scope and depth of FTI Consulting’s expertise means that we can deal 
with the full implications of any challenge and opportunity that might arise when 
doing business in Africa. Whatever help you need, our multi-disciplinary team 
offers support across the business life cycle, tailoring our services to match your 
specific requirements.
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Marrakech, Morroco

MuLti-DiscipLiNary suppOrt, aLgeria

FTI Consulting was retained as a financial advisor in the  
$2.6 billion acquisition of 51% of the share capital of Omnium 
Telecom Algeria, formerly known as Orascom Telecom Algérie 
(“OTA”), the then leading mobile phone operator in Algeria, 
by the Fonds National d’Investissement, a strategic investor 
controlled by the Algerian state.

Before the transaction could be finalised it was necessary  
to resolve a number of complex issues, including several 
ongoing disputes between OTA and the Government of  
Algeria, the determination of the final transaction price  
and its governance structure.

FTI Consulting put together a multi-disciplinary team with 
expertise in corporate finance, due diligence, valuation and 
forensic accounting to perform financial and operational due 
diligence in relation to OTA, provide ongoing valuation advice, 
and give extensive support to many aspects of the lengthy 
and complex negotiations. The deal closed successfully in 
January 2015.

Our Media and Investor Relations teams then worked with the 
company ahead of its listing on both the Nasdaq Dubai and 
Egyptian Stock Exchange – the first dual listing of this kind. We 
developed a bespoke GCC media strategy, focusing on tier 1 
print and broadcast media to address both Arabic and English 
speaking audiences. The listing was a success with the share 
premium achieved on Listing Day and significant coverage 
across the GCC region and Egypt.

ipO cOMMuNicatiONs, Nigeria

The IPO of Seplat Petroleum, an indigenous independent 
Nigerian E&P company, was the first ever dual listing in  
London and in Lagos.

Amid investor and media concerns about the oil and gas E&P 
sector and emerging market resource stocks, a programme  
was undertaken to educate the markets ahead of the IPO on  
the changes within the Nigerian E&P space and the growth, 
potential and favoured status of the indigenous operators.  
We positioned Seplat and its management as the leading 
Nigerian E&P company and the natural spokespeople for that 
sector and  achieved extensive tier 1 media coverage prior  
to the float announcement. 

Seplat raised $500m in new money and became the largest 
E&P float in London for many years, as well as one of the few 
2014 IPOs to trade above the issue price in the months following 
its debut.  FTI Consulting continues to manage the company’s 
financial and corporate communications.
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Investment  
appraisal and  
commercial valuation

Examples of the non-contentious circumstances in which we 
provide valuation advice include:

traNsactiONs

Our team has extensive experience of undertaking valuations 
in support of transactions across the full range of assets types, 
including businesses, shareholdings and intellectual property 
rights. We have particular expertise in valuing companies whose 
value depends on their underlying intangible assets. We provide 
independent opinions in the contexts of fundraising and due 
diligence, as well as providing advice to potential vendors on 
the likely value of those assets or rights which they may be 
contemplating selling. 

LiceNsiNg

Licensing intellectual property rights can provide economic 
benefits to both the licensor and licensee. We advise parties in 
negotiations on royalty rates, licence structures and negotiating 
considerations, taking into account the rights and obligations 
of the parties to the licence. We base our advice on the specific 
circumstances and terms of the licence, detailed economic 
and financial analysis, as well as industry norms and practices 
where appropriate. We advise clients on cross-border licensing 
between entities within the same corporate structure, which can 
have significant tax implications, and when organisations are 
considering licensing arrangements with third parties. 

security revieWs, restructuriNg aND  
iNsOLveNcy prOcesses 

When companies are experiencing financial distress, it can be critical 
for shareholders, management and lenders to understand the value 
of assets over which the company has rights. We perform similar 
work in the context of restructuring exercises and security reviews.

iNvestMeNt appraisaLs

We review business plans, projections and models, and undertake 
the valuation of businesses, including new technologies and brand 
extensions. We also provide advice to companies on their own 
investment appraisal methodologies, for example, identifying 
appropriate methods for determining discount rates in discounted 
cash flow analysis of potential investments. 

fiscaL vaLuatiONs aND traNsfer priciNg

We provide valuations of investments and intangible assets, and 
advise on the pricing of services for fiscal purposes under national 
legislation, as well as the OECD transfer pricing guidelines. We 
provide advice on transfers between related parties, for example, in 
situations in which a board or trustee requires independent advice, 
or an investigation is being undertaken into whether assets may 
have been transferred at undervalue. 

fiNaNciaL repOrtiNg

We value investments and intangible assets under local accounting 
rules and International Financial Reporting Standards. For 
example, we perform purchase price allocations of acquired 
goodwill and value assets that are reported at market value in 
financial statements.

FTI Consulting provides valuation services to clients and their advisors for 
commercial, reporting and regulatory purposes. We understand that this 
information will frequently be a key input to crucial decisions and regulatory 
submissions and therefore we apply the highest levels of independence and 
rigour to our analysis.
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Investment  
appraisal and  
commercial valuation

restructuriNg aND BusiNess revieW,  
sOutH africa

Edcon is a South African retail company which in 2015 and 2016 required 
a complex restructuring solution in order to delever its balance sheet, 
reduce its cash burden and address underperformance.

Working with the RCF and Hedging Lenders, the company and its 
advisors, FTI Consulting was asked to undertake a review of Edcon’s 
financial situation.  This included an evaluation of its operating results, 
liquidity, 13-week cash flow forecasts, long-term business plan and 
operating model, assessing performance against industry trends 
and operating metrics of its peers. We subsequently advised on a 
comprehensive debt restructuring and successfully negotiated an 
amendment to the existing credit facilities and hedging arrangements to 
allow Edcon to have sufficient liquidity to implement its Exchange Offer 
and restructuring plan.

Following an 11 month period of extensive negotiations with various 
creditor groups, Edcon successfully restructured its ZAR 29bn (USD 
2.2bn) debt burden, which reduced the company’s net leverage from 
18.9x to 4.1x. It also brought the balance sheet to a more sustainable level, 
reduced the significant cash interest burden and improved liquidity. As a 
result, 45,000 jobs were preserved.

Lagos, Nigeria
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Investment
pre-transactional Due Diligence 

gettiNg tHe true picture

Our forensic accountants can examine a company’s structure, 
ownership and state of health, and provide an accurate status 
report. We can also apply wider economic analysis to assess the 
overall market forces likely to influence a potential opportunity. For 
instance, what is the political vulnerability of a local partner? Are 
there corruption or sanctions issues connected to the company? 
Are there reputational risks associated with current practices or 
legacy operations? We can also help investors understand the legal 
and regulatory obligations and how these vary between countries.

vast NetWOrk Of sOurces aND resOurces

We deploy a range of discreet in-country sources across 
the continent including senior decision makers, journalists, 
government and non-government organisations, regulators, 
industry sources and law enforcement agencies to build a 
comprehensive picture of relationships and issues. We also 
thoroughly search a range of sources, including public archives, 
litigation filings, credit records and social media, and have access 
to business intelligence not always publicly available.

NavigatiNg saNctiONs 

Certain African states are subject to multiple sanctions regimes, 
including the US, EU and UK. Our experts can investigate potential 
breaches and monitor compliance within entities that have been 
recently acquired by clients in the region or parties who have 
presented themselves as potential business partners.

cOMMuNicatiNg tO stakeHOLDers

Communications are key to the success of many transactions, 
from buying or selling assets to launching a new business, 
protecting an entity’s value or working with investors. Our 
communication specialists have the expertise and practical 
experience required to communicate the messages that will help 
you achieve your goals.

When considering an important transaction, good information is crucial in  
terms of strategy, compliance and reputation. Our support has helped inform  
the investment decisions of large banks, corporates and government  
institutions across Africa.
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Due DiLigeNce iNvestigatiON, Nigeria

FTI Consulting was engaged by an investment firm to conduct discreet 
source enquiries and public record investigations into an individual in 
Nigeria. The client was considering investing jointly in a company with 
the subject and, particularly given the risks often associated with doing 
business with high profile individuals in Nigeria, was keen to take steps to 
avoid any potential reputational or regulatory risks.

Our source enquiries uncovered a considerable body of anecdotal 
material linking the subject to money laundering activities and corrupt 
political officials. The subject had never faced charges or censure for his 
activities; however, some of our sources believed evidence of wrongdoing 
may exist. We advised the client to exercise caution in their dealings 
with this individual as our investigation suggests there could be further 
allegations in the future – particularly if a change of government or status 
quo led to fresh revelations or firmer evidence.

Nairobi, kenya



iNteLLigeNce-LeD researcH

With a team built on in-country experience and expertise,  
and well-tried networks of sources at all levels, our intelligence-
led research helps clients make informed decisions. We regularly 
support international clients looking to enter markets in  
Africa, including: 

•	 Mapping and analysing the networks and relationships  
at play in a given market or sector

•	 Assessing the extent to which a sector or licensing  
process is corrupt 

•	 Advising on the political risks and vulnerabilities associated  
with an investment

•	 Analysing the potential effects of changes in government  
or regulatory regimes

•	 Identifying the informal linkages and interests that stand  
behind key officials or stakeholders

•	 Investigating the backgrounds of individuals or entities

settiNg tHe sceNe

Our specialists ensure that information is assessed against the 
political, economic and cultural context of the country or region, and 
can offer ongoing briefing support throughout the decision-making 
process. Our experts have also accompanied executives for important 
negotiations, helping our clients understand the real power and 
interest structures at play in a negotiation process. This intelligence 
and expertise can shape an effective and compliant strategy, helping 
clients successfully enter the most challenging markets.
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Investment  
strategy and Market entry 

When local business norms are built on opaque relationships, and the line 
between politics and commerce is blurred, wrong decisions can destroy an 
investment or potentially result in regulatory action. However, if verifiable 
information is hard to come by, how do you build an objective basis for making 
the right decisions?



Due DiLigeNce, aNgOLa

FTI Consulting was engaged by an investment client proposing 
to review its sub-Saharan Africa mining portfolio. The client 
intended to undertake a study of the operating environment of 
a selection of countries across the continent, including Angola. 

The client commissioned FTI Consulting to support its team 
members travelling to Angola by providing a stakeholder map 
of the key politicians, regulators and industry power-brokers 
and by identifying issues relating to corruption, political stability 
and regulatory risk.

Through discrete conversations with well-informed individuals 
in Angola, FTI Consulting identified three key individuals who 
held ultimate decision-making authority over the mining sector, 
including Angola’s President, Jose Eduardo dos Santos. 

Using public record research and enquiries with well-placed 
contacts in Angola, FTI Consulting was able to provide an 
assessment of the prevailing risks faced by international 
companies operating in the Angolan extractive sector.

puBLic pOLicy, MastercarD

Mastercard’s management of public policy in the Middle 
East and Africa requires a nuanced approach to diverse 
markets with differing levels of stability and maturity, with 
regulatory/policy environments which are often fragmented 
within individual markets.  

FTI supports the positioning of  Mastercard as a trusted 
advisor to governments in their efforts to solve societal 
and economic challenge, while mitigating the impact of 
nationalistic efforts that may restrict it. Our Dubai and London 
hubs, together with our network affiliates, are currently 
focusing on the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Nigeria, Kenya, 
Tanzania, Uganda and South Africa, and a monitoring brief 
throughout Africa.
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Dar-es-salaam, tanzania
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iNvestigatiNg tHe facts

We evaluate external information, analyse corporate books, 
records and electronic information, as well as conduct employee 
interviews. We also assist with complex accounting and reporting 
requirements that arise from situations occurring outside the 
normal course of business or that may be unique to an industry. 
Our comprehensive research capabilities can help inform the case 
strategy at the outset of an investigation.

Using sophisticated analytical tools and innovative forensic 
technology, we can deal with all forms of data and of any size 
of data set. We are also able to assist with the cross-border 
preservation of evidence.

LOcatiNg OffsHOre assets

Both corporate entities and individuals from African countries 
often locate holding companies in offshore jurisdictions, such 
as the British Virgin Islands (BVI) and the Cayman Islands. Lack 
of publicly available information and complex group structures 
enable sophisticated parties to conceal the location, source and 
ownership of assets. 

With offices in the BVI, the Cayman Islands and across the world, 
our investigation team has a proven track record of recovering 
assets offshore, using a combination of investigative skills, market 
intelligence and leading technologies.

iNsOLveNcy

One of the most effective ways of advancing an investigation is to 
gain access to internal records via insolvency proceedings.  We can 
appoint or we can support Receivers, Liquidators, Business Rescue 
Practitioners and the like who have powers to gather information 
that is not publicly available, and to identify and take possession 
of assets. While these powers can vary according to jurisdiction, 
through FTI’s global investigative capabilities we can help uncover 
significant amounts of additional information and/or assets. We 
have extensive experience in contentious cross-border insolvency, 
including African jurisdictions, involving fraud investigations, 
litigation, shareholder disputes, asset tracing and realisation of 
complex and illiquid assets.

Overcoming Challenges
investigations

Operating in different jurisdictions can heighten the risk of fraud, corruption 
or financial malfeasance. If you suspect wrongdoing, our team can act quickly 
to discreetly and sensitively conduct an investigation, safeguard assets and 
establish the facts. 



addis ababa, ethiopia
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pre-acquisitiON iNvestigatiON, Nigeria

Following an initial pre-transactional due diligence investigation 
conducted by FTI Consulting’s Africa team into a large Nigerian 
financial services provider (the ‘Nigerian Bank’), our client,  
a large western bank requested that we conduct an 
investigation into the Bank’s Nigerian Registrar and the 
company’s two subsidiaries.

While our investigation identified no obvious reputational 
concerns relating to the subjects we were able draw the client’s 
attention to several key matters, including that the Nigerian 
financial services provider had divested its subsidiary, the 
registrar, to comply with the changes in Nigerian banking 
regulations, but the registrar was instead sold to current and 
former directors of the Nigerian Bank: which had not been 
disclosed. As such, there had been no substantive changes in 
the company’s board composition or management structure 
and the company continues to associate explicitly with the 
Nigerian Bank. In addition, two of the Registrars’ subsidiaries 
were owned and controlled by the former owner of the Nigerian 
Bank which retained influence over them.

cOrruptiON iNvestigatiON,  
fraNce aND keNya

FTI Consulting was engaged by a French multinational with 
businesses in a number of sub-Saharan African countries. 
The head office had received an internal whistleblower report 
in relation to one of its East African businesses alleging that a 
number of the entity’s managers had been involved in bribing 
government employees in order to obtain the renewal of one of 
its government contracts. 

After undertaking initial inquiries to understand the nature of 
the business in East Africa, FTI Consulting carried out a detailed 
review and analysis of the financial evidence. We also advised the 
company on implementing a control structure to prevent such 
allegations from arising in future.
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Questions of accountancy, economics, finance or valuation often arise in the resolution of 
commercial disputes. The number and scale of such disputes is growing, and so too is the 
complexity of associated evidential, valuation and damages issues. More than ever, providing 
objective, robust analysis and clear communication to courts and tribunals is essential for a 
successful outcome. 

We work closely with clients, their legal advisors, witnesses of fact and experts in other 
technical disciplines to provide reliable, coherent and independent testimony in commercial 
litigation, as well as commercial and investment treaty arbitrations. Our experts also assist in 
settlement negotiations and have been appointed to make expert determinations. We know 
that clear communication to the parties, courts and tribunals is crucial, with the relevant 
issues carefully framed and explained. 

Our team provides support throughout the dispute resolution process: providing an initial 
view on the potential value of damages claims and associated issues; preparing detailed 
assessments and expert reports; performing critiques of other expert reports; providing oral 
testimony at hearings; and assisting with post-hearing activities. We also help clients with 
disclosure and document identification for document requests.

FTI Consulting has unparalleled expertise in providing expert evidence on 
valuation issues and the quantification of economic losses in disputes, litigations 
and arbitrations. We regularly provide oral and written expert evidence before 
courts and tribunals worldwide, including DIAC, ICC, ICSID, LCIA and SIAC 
tribunals. In South Africa, we have submitted evidence before the High Court, 
Competition Commission, Competition Tribunal, Competition Appeal Court and 
the Constitutional Court.

Our experience covers a wide 
range of different types of 
dispute including: 

•	 Post-acquisition disputes 

•	 Shareholder disputes 

•	 Construction claims 

•	 Insurance claims 

•	 Expropriation claims 

•	 Negligence claims 

•	 Procurement disputes 

•	 Competition damages claims 

•	 Loss of profits claims 

•	 Wasted cost claims 

•	 Matrimonial disputes

arBitratiON eXpert

Firm of the Year 2015 and 2016

Overcoming Challenges
Disputes
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Mineral railcars, Mauritania

West africaN gas pipeLiNe  
cOMpaNy, Nigeria

The West African Gas Pipeline Company is a joint venture 
between four state energy companies and two oil majors to act 
as the gas transporter, with the 678km pipeline running between 
Nigeria and Lagos. The turnkey on-shore contractor was sold by 
its US parent to a Nigerian contractor and the owner decided, 
after much deliberation, to terminate the employment of this 
contractor and complete the project itself. Following completion 
of the project the owner sought compensation from the US 
parent through the Parent Company Guarantee.

Our team worked closely with the owner’s staff in West Africa 
and its UK based lawyers in determining and detailing the true 
value of the loss incurred by the owner in managing, supervising 
and completing the physical works across four countries. 
Following mediation and negotiation the matter was settled  
prior to the action being heard in the TCC.

LOst prOfits Dispute, sOutHerN africa

Our client entered arbitration over a troubled mine expansion 
project in Africa, and asked our team of experts to provide an 
independent assessment of the amount of these lost profits. 

We developed a financial model to assess their losses, taking 
account of various factors including the amount of various 
minerals that could be extracted from each tonne of ore mined,  
the effect of increased production volumes on selling prices and 
the tax implications of the delay and any eventual award.

On the basis of our evidence, the ICC tribunal determined  
that our client had suffered significant losses. It allowed for 
these losses to be set off against the withheld payment up to the 
maximum amount permitted in the contract between the parties.
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Recent years have seen the promulgation of new competition laws in many 
countries across Africa, together with the rapid growth of competition authorities 
at national and regional levels across the continent. The competition regimes 
in most African Countries require the competition authorities to have regard to 
extensive public interest considerations when reaching decisions.

Overcoming Challenges
anti-trust and competition 

Competition policy is a key area of expertise for FTI Consulting’s subsidiary Compass Lexecon. We have provided expert advice and 
testimony in hundreds of complex competition matters and have assisted clients with many of the highest profile antitrust actions of the 
last 30 years. We have been retained on matters in numerous jurisdictions worldwide and across a wide range of industries. We regularly 
assist both defendants and plaintiffs, using a combination of industrial organisation theory and sophisticated economic  
and econometric analyses to analyse the full range of antitrust issues, including:

aBuse Of DOMiNaNce

Compass Lexecon experts have advised in a large number of abuses 
of dominance cases, ranging from predation, excessive pricing and 
margin squeeze to tying and bundling and refusals to deal. 

Mergers aND acquisitiONs 

We provide economic analysis of transactions to internal and 
external legal advisors, in-house economists and banking teams. 
Our contribution ranges from market definition to the design of 
remedies, and includes the assessment of competitive effects and 
the analysis of efficiencies. 

HOriZONtaL agreeMeNts

We analyse the effects of alleged cartels and other horizontal 
agreements. In these matters, we often undertake econometric 
analyses to assess the existence and impact of alleged agreements. 

verticaL agreeMeNts

Compass Lexecon experts have participated in a number of cases 
involving vertical agreements. In particular, we provide economic 
analysis and advice on the definition of relevant markets, the 
assessment of the potential anti-competitive effects of certain 
restrictive clauses (such as resale price maintenance and exclusive 
dealing) and the assessment of the cost and demand efficiencies 
arising from those arrangements. 

cOMpetitiON DaMages

An integral part of our role in many cases involves the estimation 
of lost profits or damages from elevated prices, output restrictions 
and other market distortions. We use our extensive modelling 
experience to compare what actually happened with a counter-
factual scenario of what would have happened in the absence of 
the anticompetitive behaviour. 

sectOr iNquiries

Compass Lexecon and FTI Consulting have wide-ranging 
experience in assisting competition authorities with market or 
sector inquiries or advising interested private parties in responding 
to these inquiries. We have advised on inquiries carried out by 
both national and regional competition authorities in a range of 
industries, including financial services, energy, healthcare, building 
materials and consumer retail.

cOMpetitiON ecONOMics

Firm of the Year 2015 and 2016 
Expert of the Year 2015 and 2016
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Luanda, angola

Merger Of gLeNcOre aND Xstrata 

Compass Lexecon provided economic advice on the merger 
between Glencore and Xstrata to numerous competition 
authorities, including the South African Competition 
Commission. Our experts used industrial organisation tools 
and econometrics to analyse competition in the commodities 
industry and the potential competitive effects of the merger. A 
key issue was the geographic market delineation for zinc and 
we tested for co-movement in prices in different regions. We 
also assessed the impact of the merger by analysing the effect 
of imports on European zinc prices, concentration under cross-
ownership, critical loss and the Generalised Upward Pricing 
Pressure Index (GUPPI).

aBuse Of Market DOMiNaNce,  
sOutH africa

Compass Lexecon and FTI Consulting provided advice to 
Sasol Chemicals following the Competition Commission’s 
allegations that Sasol had priced propylene and polypropylene 
excessively in its domestic market. We prepared expert reports 
that set out our independent assessment of whether prices 
were likely to have been excessive. Our experts testified in 
front of the Competition Tribunal of South Africa. Our evidence 
was accepted by the Competition Appeals Court and was 
instrumental in the Court’s decision to overturn the original 
decision to fine Sasol.
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The Strategic Communications team of FTI Consulting designs and  
executes communications strategies for clients managing financial, regulatory 
and reputational challenges. 

Overcoming Challenges
strategic communications

With approximately 650 expert strategic communications 
consultants located in key markets around the world, including 
in Johannesburg and Cape Town, we combine global reach with 
local knowledge to help client management teams and Boards 
of Directors seize opportunities, manage crises, navigate market 
disruptions, articulate their brand, stake a competitive position, 
and preserve their permission to operate. 

Drawing upon our unrivalled depth of industry expertise and 
interdisciplinary experience and using our broad network of relationships 
with key influencers, we help clients clarify, persuade and ensure 
that the right message reaches the right audience at the right time.

Our specialists in public affairs, investor relations and issues 
management have a well-honed understanding of the business 
environment throughout Africa. This know-how, in combination 
with the expertise available across the FTI Consulting global 
network, presents an integrated offer to companies facing the 
specific challenges of doing business in Africa.

Our service OfferiNgs

capital Markets communications

Work with boards and management teams to engage the 
investment community and cultivate shareholder base.

corporate reputation

Help companies protect reputations with delivery of credible and 
consistent messages to priority stakeholders.

public affairs & government relations

Offer unique capability for clients navigating the critical 
intersection between market forces and public policy.

crisis communications & special situations

Provide strategic counsel to management teams in critical 
situations where company enterprise value is at risk.

employee engagement & change communications

Help enhance employee understanding of the business strategy 
and build leadership credibility during transformation.

Digital & creative communications

Conceive and produce integrated design solutions, content and 
digital strategies to influence key stakeholders.

strategy consulting & research

Deliver in-depth market and stakeholder analyses to solve complex 
business and communications problems.

#1 by deal 
volume in 
europe & uk 
(2016)

public affairs 
consultancy  
of the Year 
(2015)

pr firm  
of the Year
(2016)
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cape town, south africa

sugar taX caMpaigN,  
sOutH africa

FTI Consulting South Africa was jointly 
retained by members of the Beverage 
Association of South Africa BEVSA to 
support system and industry-wide efforts 
to roll back National Treasury’s proposed 
tax on sugar-sweetened beverages. 

A multifaceted campaign was launched 
involving active engagement with 
Government, business and Health 
stakeholders. We also launched 
a campaign under the banner of 
‘Poorernotthinner’ as a platform for 
public knowledge and engagement in 
issues surrounding the tax. The use of 
social media campaigns across Facebook 
and Twitter were successful, reaching 
over a million people and stimulating 
lively public debate and support against 
the sugar tax. Media engagement 
was crucial. Active push messaging 
formed part of the communications 
activity. Press conferences, roundtable, 
online platforms and above- the –line 
campaigns were all launched.

The tax has subsequently been reviewed 
and Parliamentary consultation is 
underway. The new proposed tax rate 
is slightly lower as a result of high level 
stakeholder engagement and mobilisation.

strategic cOMMuNicatiONs, 
sOutH africa

Letshego, a microfinance holding 
company headquartered in Botswana 
with operations in eight Africa markets, 
approached FTI Consulting to assist with 
strategic communications and raise its 
profile in South Africa and internationally, 
through building its media presence in 
key media targets ahead of potential  
capital markets activities. 

The team introduced CEO Chris Low to 
top tier media and sector press through 
one-on-one introductory meetings, and 
developed relationships that enhanced 
the coverage of Letshego, as well as 
impacting the way that financial inclusion 
is written about and understood. We 
also secured attendance and speaking 
opportunities for Letshego at key 
industry platforms and events, including 
those hosted by the FT, Bloomberg and 
the World Economic Forum.

saB MiLLer/cOca-cOLa 
Merger, crOss-BOrDer

In November 2014, SAB Miller announced 
it would be merging its soft drinks 
operations in Southern and Eastern 
Africa with the Coca-Cola Company. FTI 
Consulting teams in South Africa and 
London were asked to provide strategic 
communications advice to SAB Miller 
on this deal, which would create Africa’s 
largest soft drinks bottling company. 

FTI Consulting identified SAB’s key 
stakeholders in South Africa and 
other affected territories in Eastern 
and Southern Africa and created a 
communications plan which met 
the needs of all internal and external 
stakeholders and ensured that the 
resulting global, regional and local media 
coverage was all consistent. As a result, 
the announcement was announced 
smoothly to all stakeholders and received 
with negligible adverse reaction.
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The complex business environments which exist across Africa can find 
themselves to be at odds with international anti-corruption laws and regulation. 
However, failure to comply means companies risk severe penalties and damaged 
reputations. We can develop compliance programmes that help minimise risk, 
protect reputations and demonstrate effective corporate governance.

Prevention
risk Mitigation 

reDuciNg risks

We regularly work with lawyers and their clients to identify and 
mitigate the risks of corruption, fraud and financial crime by 
implementing and developing effective compliance programmes, 
including: 

•	 Conducting enhanced due diligence on high-risk third parties

•	 Managing third party risk using our online compliance tool,  
FTI Comply, that automates much of the process 

•	 Reviewing pre- and post-acquisition compliance

•	 Developing e-learning modules that clients can use to train staff 
about corruption risks

•	 Conducting interviews and workshops with client’s senior 
management team and other select employees, to identify 
relevant risks and high-risk transactions in day-to-day  
business operations

•	 Training staff in the handling of a corruption incident 

•	 Evaluating existing compliance programmes and making 
recommendations for enhancements 

•	 Implementing fraud protection strategies 

•	 Developing and implementing modified systems, controls and 
corporate practices

•	 Monitoring and testing policies and procedures 

•	 Providing relevant management information to the board.

LeaDiNg tHe Way iN aNti-cOrruptiON

Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index 
frequently puts African countries in the bottom half of its rankings.  
Our team has global capabilities in anti-bribery and corruption to 
help companies investigate, mitigate and prevent corruption issues. 
We have led over 300 multi-jurisdictional Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act (FCPA) and UK Bribery Act (UKBA) cases and regularly work 
with international regulators such as the UK’s Financial Conduct 
Authority and Serious Fraud Office and the Department of Justice 
and Securities Exchange Commission in the US.
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Dakar, senegal

aNti-cOrruptiON auDit, West africa 

FTI Consulting has conducted a number of anti-corruption 
compliance and finance reviews for an alternative energy 
company, including two of its assets in West Africa.

We designed a forensic audit protocol and internal audit 
programme to test for the business unit’s compliance with the 
company’s policies and procedures as well as its compliance 
with best practice.

Our work included performing on-site transactional testing 
and interviews in Senegal and Rwanda, and providing 
recommendations in respect of the company’s policies, 
procedures and business practices to make them more robust.

fcpa iNvestigatiON, NOrtH africa

FTI Consulting was retained by independent counsel to a 
diversified manufacturing company to investigate potential 
violations of the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, local anti-
bribery laws and allegations of terrorist financing. Our forensic 
investigation involved financial analyses, systems and controls 
reviews and transactional testing. In addition we provided 
forensic technology and investigative due diligence support. 
We reviewed transactions relating to several North African 
countries and reported our findings to outside counsel.



a BespOke affiLiate NetWOrk

•	 Hand-built, battle-tested and proactively  
recruited and managed

•	 Annual Due Diligence/Anti-Bribery  
& Corruption training

•	 Online knowledge and resource centres

•	 Commercial and legal agreements all in place

•	 Inbuilt measures to manage potential conflicts  
and related matters

FTI Consulting has a global presence of 81 offices in 30 countries. In cities  
where it does not have direct representation, the Strategic Communications 
practice has established and developed a unique and extensive network  
of affiliates with whom it works.  

The FTI Consulting 
footprint in africa

A rigorous selection process has allowed us to  
build both industry and interdisciplinary expertise, 
so that clients have access to professionals who 
are focused on their particular sector, have a 
broad network of relationships with key local and 
international influencers and who provide excellent 
counsel based on localised and in-depth industry  
knowledge and experience.
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  FTI Consulting offices 

   affiliates



strategic cOMMuNicatiONs

James Doherty
+44 7799 037279
james.doherty@fticonsulting.com

frank ford
+27 76 788 1926
frank.ford@fticonsulting.com

Max gebhardt
+27 76 400 6237
max.gebhardt@fticonsulting.com

caroline parker
+27 72 659 9255
caroline.parker@fticonsulting.com

tecHNOLOgy

craig earnshaw
+44 20 3727 1146
craig.earnshaw@fticonsulting.com

kajen subramoney
+27 78 280 4003
kajen.subramoney@fticonsulting.com

cOrpOrate fiNaNce

kevin Hewitt
+44 20 3727 1245
kevin.hewitt@fticonsulting.com

simon granger
+44 20 3727 1209 
simon.granger@fticonsulting.com

fOreNsic iNvestigatiONs

andrew Durant
+44 20 3727 1144
andrew.durant@fticonsulting.com

calvin isaacs
+27 82 442 2658
calvin.isaacs@fticonsulting.com

stephanie Lhomme
+33 1 5305 3649
stephanie.lhomme@fticonsulting.com

petrus Marais
+27 79 515 9469
petrus.marais@fticonsulting.com

Helena potgieter 
+27 72 697 3652
helena.potgieter@fticonsulting.com

Johan van der Walt
+27 83 325 0033
johan.vanderwalt@fticonsulting.com

pamela Wadi
+44 20 3727 1742
pamela.wadi@fticonsulting.com

cOMpetitiON, Disputes  
aND ecONOMic cONsuLtiNg

victoria Barr
+27 21 487 9031
victoria.barr@fticonsulting.com 

Neil Dryden
+44 20 3725 9007
ndryden@compasslexecon.com 

greg Harman
+44 20 3727 1230
greg.harman@fticonsulting.com

John Lisle
+27 82 776 2888
john.lisle@fticonsulting.com

James Nicholson
+33 1 5305 3601
james.nicholson@fticonsulting.com

chris Osborne
+44 20 3727 1500
chris.osborne@fticonsulting.com

eurOpe, MiDDLe east & africa

Jon aarons
+44 20 3727 1011
jon.aarons@fticonsulting.com

Joel kibazo
+44 20 3319 5622
joel.kibazo@fticonsulting.com
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Our
experts

port Louis, Mauritius
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47 of the global 100 
corporations are clients

FTI Consulting offices

*Total shares outstanding multiplied by the closing share price as of 30 December 2016.

Advisor to 97 of  
the world’s top 100 
law firms

Founded in 1982  
and $1.9BLN equity 
market capitalisation*

With over 4,700 
employees and offices in  
30 countries on six 
continents, our breadth 
and depth extends across 
every major social,  
political and economic 
hub around the globe

Trusted advisors  
serving clients globally  
with diverse expertise  
and exceptional 
credentials including 
accountants, economists, 
engineers, former CFOs 
and strategists

expertise across a range of industries:
Real estate; energy; power and products; financial 
institutions & insurance; healthcare; life science;  
retail & consumer, and telecommunications,  
media and technology

56 of the global 100 
corporations are clients

We combine unparalleled 
expertise and industry 
knowledge to address 
critical challenges  
for clients

Advisor to the
world’s top 10 bank
holding companies

We are a global advisory 
firm that provides multi- 
disciplinary solutions  
to complex challenges 
and opportunities

About 
fti consulting 



abuja, Nigeria



about FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage change, 
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. 
FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centres throughout the world, work closely with clients to 
anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.

www.fticonsulting.com ©2017 FTI Consulting, Inc. All rights reserved.

200 aldersgate 
aldersgate street 
London eC1a 4Hd 
united kingdom

+44 20 3727 1000

22 place de la Madeleine 
4/5ème étage 
paris 75008 
France

+33 1 47 03 68 10

125 buitengracht street 
Cape Town 8001 
south africa

+27 21 487 9000

Lumley House 
177 Jan smuts avenue 
Rosebank 
Johannesburg 2196

+27 11 214 2400


